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Heisman campaign planned for QB Perez

Mike Perez
Trophy candidate

/ itt WIWI

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Although the football season does
not start until September. preparations
are under way to make SJSU quarterback Mike Perez a serious candidate
for the Heisman Trophy.
Pere, established himself as at
least a contender for college football’s
most prestigious award by leading the
National Collegiate Athletics Association in total offense last season.
But Pere,. along with the Spartan
Foundation and the Sports Information
Department, real,/es that exposure is as

Spartan Foundation shooting for $100,000 goal
important as statistics to win the trophy.
A Pacific Coast Athletic, Association player has yet to capture the award.
which the New York Touchdown Club
has handed out since 1936.
To generate the necessary exposure and publicity the foundation is
hoping to raise 5100.0(8). said foundation president Tony McDonnell.
Once the foundation finishes its

campaign, the iiiiiiic-s Vk I I I be turned
over to the athletic department. McDonnell said.
It has not been determined how the
mimes soIl be spent. said I.awrence
Fan. sports information director conducting the "Perez for Heisman" campaign.
We’re very serious about this.
McDonnell said. "We’ve been getting

Reynolds under fire
Two CSU presidents condemn chancellor’s actions
By Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily staff writer
Dissatisfaction with California State
University Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
came to light last week when letters to
the CSU trustees from two state university presidents strongly condemned Reynolds’ treatment of the late President
Richard Hutwell of California State University at Dominguez. Hills.
The letters, given to the Los Angeles Times by an unidentified source,
were written by Thomas H. Day, president of San Diego State University. and
Stephen Horn, president of California

State bill
requires
new rules
on rapes

State University at Long Beach and addressed to Dale H. Ride, chairman of the
CSU board of trustees.
Hutwell. 57. died on Feb. Di of a
heart attack, two weeks after Reynolds
suggested he find another job. according
to the Times.
In his letter. Horn said he had five
telephone conversations with /Stilwell
between Feb. 4, the day after Reynolds
suggested he resign, and Feb. 16.
"In ins judgment, the treatment of
him, as described by President Hutwell.
is unconscionable :Ind unprofessional."
’to hi h has been
tic v. rote
I It,.

done to this decent human being deserves the full attention of the board. His
lifetime of integrity and his memory deserve no less."
Day wrote fhe chancellor’s behavior toward presidents. exhibited repeatedly over the years privately and
publicly, creates a continual apprehension that one will suddenly have to deal
with surprise personalized attacks and erratic charges with bizarre overtones.
"There is no doubt in my mind that
such behavior contributed to a good
man’s distress:* he NI
t,,, days
In .1 Iconl vk

before his death. Fluty, ell said at the Feb.
3 meeting Resnolds had urged him to
give her his resignation within ati hours.
Hutwell said Reynolds wanted him
to announce his resignation on July I and
to leave by the end of the s-ear.
In his letter, Hutwell asked Ride
about "the authorits of the chancellor to
force a president’s resignation" and
about "the propriets of the chancellor in
instructing a president not to discuss a
matter, even one as major as a presidential resignation, with ins MC
Day. Horn and Ride were ma the
Times’ SOUIVC for the letter,

W. Ann Reynolds
Reynolds issued a statement last
week which said. "I categorically deny
that I have ever mistreated any president.
either as a result of the evaluation of the
performance of that president or in the

context of any meeting where personal
differences may have occurred."
According to the Times. Reynolds
and the trustees’ Personnel Committee
See
11.1)5. page 3

Ballot too wordy, student says
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
A "concerned" student would like
voters to reconsider if they want the Associated Students Hoard of Directors to
support a campus record store.
In last week’s A.S. general election, students voted against an initiative.
which would have kept the board of directors from backing such a venture.
Hut in a formal complaint to the
A.S. election board. Pete Ro, a senior
majoring in photography, is asking that
the board either invalidate those results
or hold a special election because of the
initiative’s confusing wording.
Arnold Say, chairman of the election board, said the board does not have
the power to either invalidate the results
or call for a special election.
"This is a decision that has to be
made by the A.S. board of directors or
the A.S. judiciary," Say said. "It is not
the duty of the election board to decide."
Ro said he will go before both the
A.S. board and the A.S. judiciary. if
lece,:ir)r, to have this issue voted on

But SJSU already has most of the
bill’s provisions in place, according to
Terry Edel, University Police Department crime prevention specialist.
Assemblyman Tom Hayden, I)West Los Angeles. introduced the bill
March 17. It would define rape to include any form of sexual assault including stranger rape, acquaintance rape or
gang rape and impose judicial sanctions
against institutions found guilty of condoning sexual assault.
Assembly Hill 2017 would also require colleges and universities to:
, Have and enforce sexual assault
policies .
, Have and use an institutional judicial process for addressing sex crimes.
, Investigate cases of reported rape
even it a formal complaint is not lodged.
, Take disciplinary action against
any student or employee who has committed rape.
, Educate students about rape statistics and penalties through freshmen
orientations and seminars for dormitory
residents and fraternities and sororities.

Rii is afraid that students may not
have voted the way they had intended to.
"I read the thing and I knew what I
was voting on," said Ho. "Hut when I
asked an election official to be sure, she
told me the opposite. which was wrong.
I’m just concerned that other voters may
have received the same advice and voted
the wrong ,A .11

"Hayden has the right intentions in
mind, but I don’t think he really knows
what is and what isn’t in existence right
now." F.del said.
Although the university does not
See RAPE. page 3

By Judith M. Faught
Daily staff writer
SJSU student Stacy Snyder died
Tuesday when the single -engine plane
she was in collided with another plane
shortly after takeoff from Oakland International Airport.
Snyder, a 25 -year-old flight instructor from Fremont. was flying ins Cessna
Skyhawk 172 with a student when it collided with a Piper Lance single-engine
plane carrying packages for United Parcel Service at 9:58 a.m.
The Cessna had been climbing after
its takeoff while the Piper lance was descending toward the runway.
The two planes appeared to have
clipped each other’s wings, witnesses
said.
The Piper Lance crashed nose first
into San I candro Hay. Snyder’s Cessna
See STUDENT. page 3

’I deny that I have ever
mistreated any president,
either as a result of the
evaluation of the
performance of that
president or in the context
of any meeting where
personal differences may
have occurred.’
CSU chancellor

Record store
issue sparks
voter protest

Slippery when wet

By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
A California assemblyman has introduced legislation which would amend
the state education code and require colleges and universities to take a harder
stance on rape.

Air collision
fatality was
SJSU student

a lot of calls from people who are enthusiastic about helping out. ’
Perez was appreciative of the foundation’s efforts
"It’s real nice of them to do this
for inc." he said.
’For them to raise money on my
behalf makes me feel real good. ’ ’
Fan has begun sending out information about the six-foot, two-inch se -

slur to newspapers throughout the
countrs..
Fan, who plans on sending out information on a "continuous basis"
throughout the season, will be taking a
careful look at what California State
University at Fresno did last year in
promoting quarterback Kevin Sweeney
for the award.
Scott Johnson, Fresno State’s
sports information director, believes
that. although Sweeney did not win the
award, the campaign was a success
Sweeney’s hopes irt sinning the
award were decimated Is.s a laie-Sed%1)11
See PTRE7. page 3
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SJSU alumnus Randall Reid concentrates intently while his arm is eaten aliYe by a growing tosser of
clay. Reid, who participated in Wednesday’s pottery throwing contest, calls ceramic pieces -funk art."

Artists throw their work in contest
By Elisha Arnone
Daily staff writer
Wet clay on his face, messy hair, old rans and ’T-shirt.
Randall Reid looked at his creation, like a man discovering
the missing link.
A tall slim vase, freshly molded, stood in the corner of
the room.
The SJSU alumnus explained his work.
"This is funk pottery . . it’s humorous, tongue-incheek stuff that’s not supposed tithe functional . ’ ’
Reid, along with about 511 students, faculty and friends
participated in the pottery throwing contest, in the Industrial
Studies Room Wednesday.
"Throwing a pot just means making one," Reid said.
object of one competition was to construct the tallest
pot with 25 pounds of clay.
"I want to make a beautiful form." said I croy Parker.
assistant professor.
Parker started raising the clay up. forming a smooth

round bowl. "Pulling it up is the toughest part, because it
can fall." he said.
Proving this theory true was I.inda Rosenus, ceramic,
instructor. As she raised her clay up, the vase soared abuse
the competition’s. But soon it looked like a deflated basketball. Rosenus laughed, attempted to pull up her clay mush.
but gave up and walked away.
One student made a small pot, which he topped oft
with a Miller’s beer bottle
"It’s a beer bottle holder," said Dan Melendez,
graduate student working on his master of arts degree.
In another contest, teams of two constructed pots with
their elbows. Elbows pressed, slipped and molded wet
globs of clay.
Art students Scott Caldwell’s and Eric Nelson’s fin
’shed pot was judged the most aesthetically pleasing.
"We have the best set of elbows in the department."
said the winners of the pot throwing contest

Say said election officials were not
supposed to elaborate on what the initative said.
"I informed most of the officials
that if they were asked (about the initalive) they were to respond that a "ycs"
vote meant they agreed with the
statement and a "no" vote meant they
didn’t agree."
The A.S. board of directors put the
initiative on the ballot to appease Paul
Morris, who has been proposing a record
store to the board since September.
’We put it on the ballot for the students to ratify or reject.’’ said A.S. Vice
President Roger Wert, who wrote the initiative. "Everyone on the board, with
possibly the exception of I A.S Director
of Personnel) Victoria Johnson. was
against a record store and we wanted that
view to be put to the voters
The initiative stated that the A.S.
board of directors shall not support putting a record store on campus This
meant that a "no" vote was a "yes"
vote for the record store. A "yes" vote
meant that the students were against a record store.
The final vote count showed that 1.456 voted "no"and 1.145 voted "yes."
The vote for a record store does not
mean that a store will be implemented. It
is only a recommendation to the board.
Wert said.
Morris said he will continue to appear before the board and push for a
store

Coalition holds rally
to recruit protesters
By Diane NI. Bejarann
Daily staff writer
Fo recruit participants for Monday’s education march on Sacramento,
student groups held a rally in the Student
tinion Amphitheatre yesterday.
The coalition signed up 75 students,
bringing the total number of marchers to
250, said Arturo Vasquer. MEChA
member and march organizer.
"I-Am:anon should be a right, not a
privilege for the rich," said Sudanya
Kirk of the African American Studies
Coalition.
’On this campus we’re seeing a
shutout of minorities.’’ she said "We’re
not going to take it. By marching in Sacramento we’re saying ’no’ to Deukmejims budget ’
Only about 30 people sat in the ampithearte, while approximately 30 people
stood around its rim listening to the
speeches encouraging students and faculty to join the Saarnen% march.
^

(intuits organutng March on Sacramento tor Education have reported that
about 4.000 to 6.000 people will converge on the state capital Monday morning.
The march was called by the African/Black Student Statewide Alliance
A/ IISSA I, California Statewide Student
Movement of Artlan th1F.ChAl. and
Asian Pacific Student Union (APSU I.
The SJSU groups sponsoring the
march are Asian Students in Action Now
A.S.I.A.N. I. MECM. Black Alliance
.S.F.. I. El
of Scientific Engineers I
Concilio and Society of Latin Engineers
The march has been organized to
protest Governor George Deukmejian’s
education plan the demands of the protesters include more funding for education, reinstatement of bilingual education, and increasing minority enrollment
at universities and state colleges.
Scheduled to speak at the march are
See MARCH. page J
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Editorial

Support student march on Capitol
is time for students to show their solidarity
Itand light for education in California. A student rally is scheduled for Monday on the
west steps of the state Capitol and all those who
care for the quality of education in California
should make the trip to Sacramento to show
their support.
The protestors are demanding more funding km education, reinstatement of bilingual
education. strengthing of community colleges
and transfer rights, equal access for recruitment

and retention at the four-year college level, ethnic studies requirement for graduation, and
more student-community empowerment.
The noontime rally on the steps of the
state Capitol has been organized by three ethnic
student organizations and anywhere from 2,0(X)
to 5,000 students are expected to show up. The
more students that participate in the rally, the
stronger the voice of the students will be. So,
show your support and fight for your right to a
quality education in California.

Governor bankrupting state schools
support state schools Superintendent
WeBill Honig’s crusade to upgrade, or at
least maintain, the status of public education in California. Honig has been locked in a
battle with Gov. George Deukmejian over
funding for grades kindergarten through 12 for
the 1987-88 school year.
Deukmejian’s proposed budget of $17 billion would amount to a $600 million cut, and
would eliminate several programs for gifted,
minority and disadvantaged students. Honig
proposes a budget of $900 million more than
the governor’s - $600 million just to maintain
current school programs, and $300 million for
long-term educational reform.
Last month, Ray Reinhard, a state specialist in primary and secondary education who
works for the non-partisan Office of the Legislative Analyst, sided with Honig, saying the
"governor is trying to put the hest Ike on what

in reality is a reduction of resources for education." While Deukmejian’s budget proposal is
an increase of only $256 million, Reinhard said
that at least $261 million extra is needed just to
accommodate growing enrollment.
Honig correctly calls the governor’s proposal a disaster for schools. While California
ranks 42nd of the 50 states in total expenditures
for education, and ranks last of all in industrial
states in the amount spent per pupil. Deukmejian is more concerned about building the
state’s emergency reserves. The state is not in
danger of financial bankruptcy, but is risking
educational bankruptcy if Deukmejian refuses
to relent. Californians were promised that the
state lottery would enrich, rather than maintain.
public schools. Although he opposed the lottery. Deukmejian is responsible for upholding
that promise.

Forum Policy

Peddling Backward

The Pram page offers an opportunity to express views On
important issues.
The Spartan Daily entourages readers to write letters to
the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name, major.
phone number and class level. Phone numbers and (1111MSMOUS
letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the secimd floor of
Dwight Bente! Halt or at the information center in the Student
The .SPartan Daily reserres the right to edit letters for
libel. lenght. taste and clarity.

San Jose, beware the politics of public celebrations
the year is 2041.
San Jose is faced with its greatest dilemma since San Cal
los Street was closed in the early 1990’s.
the Tom McF.nery Sports Arena is 50 years old and cm
officials are going crazy.
No one - from San Jose Mayor William fhomas"
Boothe. who got permanent laryngitis after speaking too much
is hile serving on San Jose State’s Associated Students Board 01
Directors in the 1950s to On
tanager Venda Alexander, is sure
Commentary how to
celebrate this "momentous
event.
Its really ridiculonis," Boothe mumbled. "We wanted
to avoid the problems that San Francisco experienced in 1987
when celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Golden Gate
Bridge. We felt like we had something to really celebrate. Hut
it looks like we’re going to travel the same route."
The main conflict centers over whether the arena should
be looked upon as a failure or a success.
While one side, led by (loothe, would like the arena to be
open tor a free concert, the other side. led by longtime political
opponent, Paul Romero, would like the arena to be closed on
its anniversary ias it was originally scheduled to be). because
it’s been a financial disaster.
The arena, as more than one person has pointed out, was
supposed to have seated 17,500 and cost $75 million.
And, although downtown redevelopment is still underway, a HART extension to the South Bay is still being considered and the light rail system is only running to its halfway
point (First and San Carlos streets), San Jose can express pleasure at its $125 million. 10.000-seat complex.
Millions tuf tkonle over the years have come to the arena
to see San Jose’s chess and racquetball teams (sorry talks the
National Basketball Association and the National Hockey

David
Barry

league didn’t want San Jose.)
Scores of people have also come to view the countless dog
shows and tractor pulls.
The Reastic Boys, who switched from being a mud) rap
group to horn -again Chnstians in the year 2010. played before
the largest gathering in the arena’s history just last month.
The city is divided over how this Silver Anniversary
should or shouldn’t be conducted.
"We shouldn’t be celebrating this event," Romero said.
"We should be mourning it. The arena has not made the money
that it was expected to make. Where, I ask you, are the real
professional teams? If we ever get a real one, then we can celebrate."
Boothe disagrees.
"This is our day to celebrate San Jose and to celebrate the
arena’s existence,’’ he said.
Boothe said that City CouncilmanRoger Wert, who sided
with Boothe to fight Romero 54 years ago, is currently drawing
up an initiative, which will allow the citizens of San Jose to
have a vote in the matter.

the initiative, according to Wert. will state that Ihe City:
of San JOIC shall not support not holding a celebration for the
arena on its fiftieth anniversary."
Still, even if Wert’s initiative passes. Boothe said he must
find entertainment for the event.
Joesph Graham. who took over the family’s concert productions from grandfather Bill, had originally agreed to donate
his time to the event. In fact, he had booked the Sons of the
Grateful Dead to highlight the show. But late last week he
backed out for political reasons.
"I refuse to put on a show at which President (Michael .1.i
No speaks at. I don’t agree with what he stands for." Graham
said.
So. now the two sides finds themselves at a deadlock.
"I just remember when they talked about closing the
bridge for just one hour and how people reacted toi the news."
Boothe said. "It was built to be used just like this arena and it
will be used on that day. Because. I don’t want to go down in
history as the man who killed the arena’s hopes of landing a
sports team.’
Graham, although he represents a viewpoint contradictory
to that of his grandfather. agreed that the scenario was very
much like San Francisco’s experience.
"Grandpa told me to not get involved. He warned me. He
told me that there would be trouble. He told me about his own
experiences with the Golden Gate Bridge celebration and him
people devoted their time to whether it was going to he closed
or not. lie couldn’t believe that people did not want the bridge
closed for even just one hour. From a different standpoint, I
can’t believe they wouldn’t want the arena to be open." Graham said.
"Well. frankly." Graham added. "I think the matter is a
waste of time. People should be worrying about other things
than how to celebrate bridges and buildings."

Letters to the Editor
A.S. government is elitist
Editor,
Student gosernment is an orgam/ation of
aspiring individuals who wish to represent students. But, in reality, they are capitalists full
of blind ambition and wish to become public
figures, and ultimately, elitists. As a socially
superior group. the leaders of the Associated
Students continue to misrepresent students. At
the same time, they continue to play partisan
politics among themselves
Although becoming an active member is
great for gaining practical experience through
the management of student money and for
:earning the proper usage of parliamentary
procedures, factions and cliques within student
government tend to develop highly stressful
situations. Political mudslinging and consequential manipulation and demonilization of
members within student government is not
conducive to a student’s cognitive development and mental growth
Eurthennore, student government is a
student puppet regime controlled and influenced by the university administration.
Being in a straitjacket is analogous to being an
A.S. director. From one angle, adversaries
watch you like a lion waiting to jump on its
prey. They, collectively, make sure to limit
one’s rational reamm and insist that he or she
not des late from abiding from their literal interpretations of the A .S constitution. From
another angle. the administration has the
power to veto A.S. initiatives. The A.S. is a
mockery; directors are only superficial lawmakers and figureheads
lite last political campaign focused on
weak issues SJSU’s student government is
out of touch with real issues, and, ultimately,
its constituents. Closing San Carlos Street has
become dead issue. The San Jose City Coun-

cil made its overture, and the students are unjustly treated like the transients in the surrounding community. An effective student
political party ought to make some serious lobbying moves and determine the university’s
fate.
Another problem on this campus is the
Spartan Pub. The Pub, not the selling of alcoholic beverages, inherently damages SJSU’s
prestige and integrity. Beer and wine should
be sold at all eating places on this campus. But
having a sleazy bar as part of an academic institution makes no sense it only means dollars for Spartan Shops.
Student government is a hoax. If one desires to get involved and learn leadership
skills, there are other avenues. But if one
wishes to become a secularist, then being an
active member of A.S. is the route to take.
Getting involved in your specialized field of
study, and not in extracurricular activities
where religious values have no meaning whatsoever.
Joseph Aiello
Senior
Political Science

Don’t get hurt on Sunday
1-41itor,
I recently had an unpleasant expenence
which was further agitated by the sheer coincidence that it happened on a weekend as opposed to a weekday.
The incident was an injury which required minor medical attention and, because
the Health Center was closed, I had to seek
treatment elsewhere - at a nearby hospital.
where prices are usually tom high for most students’ budgets
Emergency student health service is not
available on weekends, and as a result, students are forced to pas the exorbitant pnces of

hospitals if an injury occurs Saturday or Sunday.
Some students might be forced to delay
treatment as long as two days, which could
lead to disaster. luck should not be a factor in
health care.
I am not suggesting that SJSU’s student
health care is inadequate or unfair, but it is unfortunate that its services are limited to weekdays. This greatly affects dorm residents and
students living near SJSU because they spend
so much time on campus.
1 realize that discounted health insurance
is available, but the $100 premium is too steep
for most students. I suggest that an alternative
plan be implemented incorporating the present
health-care system with services from local
hospitals on the weekend.
Under this plan, area hospitals would
provide health service to students when the
SJSU Health Center is closed.
The plan would call for SJSU to partially
reimburse the hospital for treatment lit a student, which would alleviate the student’s financial burden and guarantee that the hospital
receive at least partial payment. This plan
would lead to a safer and healthier life for everyone .11 SJSU
Kenneth Westenskow
Junior
liosinem/Finance

War not a melting pot
Editor,
I am writing in response to Dan Kier’s
March 31 column supporting a new military
draft.
Kier said that wealthy decision makers
would be less likely to start a war if their sons
were sent off to battle That’s an interesting
thought But as wealthy decision makers, they
could make a few telephone calls and have

their sons stationed in nice, safe desk jobs
while the less affluent, poor and minorities
are sent to the front lines, as was the case in
Vietnam
A draft existed during that "police action," and the boys on the front lines were far
from a melting pot. Wealthy sons have a free
ticket to be reassigned when the going gets
tough. Just ask TV evangelist Pat Robertson.
Tom Collins Jr.
Junior
; raphic Art/Design

Ballot too misleading
Editor,
On Thursday, March 26, I voted at the
Associated Students election table next to the
Student Union. When I got to the record-store
initiative. I was confused because it stated that
the A.S. shall not fund a record store. But,
after a few minutes of mental juggling, I was
able to conclude that a yes vote meant I did not
want a record store, and vice versa.
When I tried to confirm the initiative’s
wording with the election official at the table,
she acknowledged the ballot was confusing,
hut that yes was a vote in favor of the store.
Fortunately. I trusted my judgment, and ended
up voting the way I had intended. But it scares
me to think that other students might have
been given false information from friends or
election officials.
I have filed a formal complaint with the
election board, and requested a special election for the record -store issue. I urge other students to notify the hoard if they were misinformed or voted wrong, or both.
Students. even if they did vote how they
intended, should ask for a special election to
assure the students’ stand on the issue is corPete Ro
rect.
Senior.
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Paula Ray
Christiansen

Society’s typos
used to hang out in front of liquor stores
Kids
waiting to ask a non -judgmental passer-by to
purchase a bottle of their latest addiction. A pint
of vodka or rum to mix with their morning O.J.
Then it was the local park for a baggic of the
"best." Slowly it progressed to designated meeting
places for tiny triangles packed with a trace of white
powder.
As the number of thrill seekers has increased so has
the price of the substances they arc choosing to ingest
and inhale.
And so has the age limit for purchasing what many
young deviants consider legal highs - alcohol and
cigarettes.
just when term papers are coming
And now
due it appears that the local bookstore will become
the nest bartering playground.
Liquid Paper is the latest choice addiction. so you
can bet the price is on its way up as the FDA considers
not whether. but when and how to implement age -limit
requirements.
Yep, you’re going to have to flash your 1.1). for a
night in front of the typewriter and it ain’t going to be
cheap.
Thanks to underage juveniles who can’t find
anything better to dl) but fill their noses with white
stuff - apparently any white stuff all of us will end
up paying a higher price in dollars and inconvenience to
type papers that already require too much of both.
picture this: It’s midnight. The paper’s due
tomorrow morning at 8 a.m. You’re on the third
draft, determined to make it the final copy.
Damn! The "white-out" bottle has run dry. and the
brush is stiff enough to scrub your tub with.
It’s off to the nearest convenience store, the ever popular 7-11 at the end of the street. You grab your
money, but not your 1.D.
you’re just running up the
block.
You jog, top speed, arriving out of breath with your
last $1.35. (Your allowance ran out two weeks ago and
you haven’t received your last paycheck yet).
Hut, that’s OK you should have just enough.
Or. at least, it used lobe enough.
"Five dollars’? Driver’s license’?" you scream at the
poor non-English speaking slurpy-pusher spending his
night behind the counter.
"It used to a buck, thirty-five . . . this is
ridiculous . . . why do I need my 1.0.. I’m not drinking
it . . . I could buy a baggic full of bay leaves for this
amount. This is crazy . . . my paper’ .c due in six hours!
You stomp out of the store, empty-handed. No heel
to drown your sorrows
delinquents have run the price
up too high no cigarettes for the same reason.
You’re 21 years old and you can’t buy a bottle of
Liquid Paper without your 1.1). and a full-time job.
As you step off the curb, a young, but too-oldlooking -for-his-age kid approaches you, his nose
dripping.
.
"Gotta an extra buck? I’ve got a term paper due
and I’m out of white stuff.’ ’
a shame that the actions of a few will always
It’s
affect the innocent majority. The economy reflects
their stupidity. They choose to drop out into
mindless oblivion and the more responsible whole pays
the price.
It’s more than I .iquid Paper, a Bud light on a hut
afternoon or an occasional cigarette while hanging out
and pretending to be preppy.
The price for society’s drop-outs is being paid by
hard-working consumers. Nobody can predict what
tomorrow’s home -concocted high will be, so there’s no
way of predicting what exhorbiuunt prices we will be
forced to pay for our next batch of cookies or bottle of
perfume.
We all feel the economic and demeaning backlash
effect of the lack of education and/or punishment of
delinquent individuals.
True, the death penalty for sniffing I Mood l’aper is
a little high - but how long are we going to let the
abusive compulsions of this minority rule our daily
lives"Paula Christiansen, city editor, is stocking up
on I aquid Paper four her term papers due in a few
weeks. Peddling Backward will return next Friday.

Lily
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Chancellor Reynolds
criticized for behavior
R1 YNOLDS. from page I

110

had discussed problems of the Doming ue, Hills campus
declining enrollment. a consequent budget deficit and
poor relations between Itutwell and the
faculty. among others.
At the last of these meetings. Reynolds was given some instructions by the
committee, but whether she was instructed to attempt to work out a solution
to the problems with Butwell or was instructed to persuade him to quit is a matter of dispute among the trustees. said
the Times.
Ride has appointed a trustees’ committee, headed by Thomas A. Rruinsma,
to look into the Butwell situation. This
committee’s findings will be made available to the trustees before their May I 213 meeting, at which some observers expect an attempt will be made to remove
Reynolds as head of the 19-campus.
340,000-student system. the nation’s
largest university system.
Reynolds. who is elected by the
board of trustees and who has been in office since September 1982. is paid just
under $120,000, according to the Times.
Other criticisms leveled at Reynolds
by her opponents on the board have been
that sh.: spends too much time out of the
state, is a poor administrator and frequently berates subordinates in public.
among other failings.
In a telephone interview with the
Times. Reynolds said. "It is not possible
to be chancellor of the California State
University system and sit in your office
all the time.
"I would love not to travel so
much, but California is j very large state
and I must get around to the campuses. I
also spend a lot of time in Sacramento
(lobbying on CSrs behalf with the governor and the Legislature)."
Reynolds said she is out of the state
only one or two days a month.
Ride said an evaluation of Reynolds’ performance now being conducted by the management consulting
firm of Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co.
which the trustees will have by the May
meeting, will help the board determine
the seriousness of the problems.
Reynolds enjoys some support
among the trustees and CSU presidents.
Trustee Claudia H. Hampton said
Reynolds has achieved a great deal in her
41/4 years as chancellor.

Trustee Hampton said many people
resent Reynolds displays of temper because they come front a woman.
"If she were a man, this behavior
would be regarded as good leadership
and assertiveness." Hampton said. "But
because she is a woman, it is called ’temper *tantrum’ or ’shooting from the
hip.’ "
In another letter to Ride. President
Ellis F. McCune of California State University at Hayward said "to use President Butwell’s death and his grieving
survivors as pawns in a political power
play is unconscionable.
In particular, to suggest. as does the
recent letter sent some trustees by a pies-

’There is no doubt in my
mind that (W. Ann
Reynold’s) behavior
contributed to (Richard
Butwell’s) distress.’
SDSU President
Thomas B. Day,
In a letter to the chairman of the
CSU board of trustees
ident that the chancellor caused Dick
Butwell’s death by subjecting hint to
undue stress. is not merely nonsense, it
is a shocking and cynical use of other’s
misfortune to further a political
agenda."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has
been off campus this week and could not
be reached for comment.
However. Dick Staley. director of
public information, said the president
has not seen the letters and feels it is inappropriate to make any comment.
David McNeil. professor of history
and one of SJSU’s representatives to the
statewide academic senate, said he has
not had any personal contact with Reynolds, but described her as having a good
working relationship with that body.
"Obviously, there are problems
with the way things have been administered, but I can’t say how much is her direct doing." McNeil said.
David Elliott. chairman of communication studies at SJSU, said he worked

Foundation backs Perez
PEREZ from page I
shoulder injury and the team’s performance, Johnson said.
Sweeney did finish ninth in the
Hcisman voting, the highest placing ever
by a PCAA player, and second to Hcisman Trophy winner Vinny Testaverdc
for the Davey O’Brien award, presented
lathe best college quarterback.
Johnson attributed these accomplishments to the extensive campaign
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that was mounted.
"As a team, we were able to promote our undefeated record from the
year before, along with slur ranking in
the year-end UPI poll," he said.
"We also were able to promote the
father/son angle (of Sweeney and father
Jim, Fresno State head coach), and the
fact that Kevin was closing in on (Doug)
Flutic’s record (for most career yards
passing).
However. Perez’s campaign will
have at least two advantages that Fresno
did not have.
Fresno State only spent between
S6.000 and $10,000 for Sweeney’s publicity. Johnson said.
San Jose is also an easier city to
reach for interviews than Fresno, Fan
said.
However. Fan realizes that making
Perez a candidate will not be easy.
"It’s going to be an uphill battle."
he said.
"It’s all going to come down to
how well the team does and how well I
do individually," Perez said.

Air collision
fatality was
SJSU student
STUDENT. from page
crashed outside a cluster ot buildings
iinexploded on impact, killing both the
student and her.
Snyder, who had been an instructor
at the Alameda Aero Club since 1983,
was also an airplane mechanic and an instrument instructor. She had planned to
major in aeronautics and eventually become a commercial pilot.
"She was an exceptional instructor
who was very well liked by all her students," said Wallace Johnson, President
of the Alameda Aero Club. "She definitely had goals set for the future. It’s a
tragic loss.’’
The SJSU Aeronautics Department
said that she had transferred to the university in fall 1986 from the College of
Alameda.
Greg Wilbur. who took an air navagallon class with her last semester. remembers Snyder as a quiet and friendly
young woman.
"She always had a smile and never
had a mean word to say to anyone,"
Wilbur said. "It was easy to spark a conversation with her."
"She was an extremely accomplished pilot." he said. "I regret that I
never had a chance to fly with her."
At the time of the accident, the airport’s control tower radar system was not
in operation, because it was being adjusted. The monthly process usually
takes about 20 minutes. hut airport officials said that the radar would probably
not have prevented the collision since it
is not usually used with planes that arc
within a mile of the control tower
Snyder’s student, Scott Lindsey and
the pilot of the other plane, David Rolesky were also killed in the crash.

with Reynolds during his 31/’-year tenure
as director of Consortium. an CSU offcampus degree program.
Elliott left, he said. "somewhat disappointed" because the program, which
was having difficulty getting state funding, failed to get support from Reynolds.
Since Elliott has not been at CSU
headquarters in Long Beach for the past
11/4 years. he said he had no direct knowledge of the situation.
"It is notable that some members of
the board are talking to the press." he
said. "It must mean they have concerns...
Regarding the concerns about Reynolds’ traveling and handling of personnel. Elliott said. "I know she travels a
great deal. Whether it is more than is
necessary or more than is in the interest
of the system. I can’t say.
’Personally , I thought it was probably not wise to disagree with her." he
added. "I can’t generalize, but that was
the feeling that 1 had.’
Scott Rice, professor of English and
SJSU’s chapter president of the California Faculty Association, said he has not
dealt with Reynolds himself, hut said
these events confirm the serious morale
problem in the CSU system.
"Whether her removal would alleviate this problem, I can’t say." he said.
Ann Shadwick, president of CEA,
which has been without a contract since
July 1 and is in negotiations with the administration, agreed with Rice that there
are serious morale problems at CSU, but
said it was questionable whether Reynolds was the sole reason.
Shadwick said, to date, the effect of
the situation has not been felt.
"I’m atraid it will." she said. "In a
chaotic power struggle, all people below
the top are paralyzed. The staff might not
make decisions until May."
Shadwick said Day’s and Horn’s
campuses have the most grievances and
the most problems of the (’Si) systein.
Commenting on Dominguez Hills.
Shadwick said. "The perception I had
been given was lHutwelll was not effective in dealing with the multitude of
problems on that campus.

Protesters
speak at rally
MARCH, from page!
presidential candidate the Rev.
Jesse Jackson. state Sen. Art
Torres, D-Los Angeles, and Assemblywoman Maxine Waters. 0I.os Angeles.
become
Education
has
more elitist . . . it should not be
the privilege of the few and the
wealthy, but should be a basic
human right of the many and the
masses," Jackson said in a prepared statement.
Three buses will transport
SJSU participants to the state capital Monday. Buses will leave the
campus from Seventh and San
Carlos streets at 7 a.m, and retool
about 7:311p m.
There will be a rally with cultural performers and speakers.
Protesters will march to the
state capitol at 10:30 a.m. and assemble on the west side of the
steps. where Jackson and others
are scheduled to speak at noon.
Stuff writer Judith Fought
contributed to this report.

Dateline

Russians claim U.S. defection
MOSCOW (API - ’1"he Kremlin announced Ihursday
an American soldier and his West German wife had defected to the Soviet Union and been granted asylum because
they feared political persecution.
The U.S. Army in West Germany and the Pentagon in
Washington could not confirm the defection, which would
be the first by an American serviceman to the Soviet Union
since the Vietnam War.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Gennady Gcrasimov announced the defection at a regular news briefing and said.
"They have chosen the Turk mehian S.S.R. for their honeymoon."
He identified the soldier as William E. Roberts of the
U.S. Army. whom he said he had been stationed in West
Germany, and his wife as P. Neumann, a West German.
But the Army announced Thursday afternoon that it
had declared a deserter one of its soldiers assigned to West
Germany. Pvt. 2nd Class Wade Evan Roberts. It noted that
his name differed from that released by Moscow.
The Army added that Roberts was 22. listed his home
of record as San Bernardino. Calif., and said that, according to military records, was single.
Robens was assigned to Bravo Battery, 3 -79th Field
Artillery. 42nd Field Artillery Brigade. in Geissen. West
Germany, and was listed as having been absent without
leave since March 2.
The Pentagon issued a statement saying it was not sure
the defector and deserter are the same person.
The couple has been granted political asylum because
"they were afraid of being victimized for their progressive
views." Gcrasimov said. He said Roberts "had been persecuted" while stationed with the Army in West Germany,
but the Soviet spokesman provided no details.
Gerasimov did not say when the couple entered the Soviet Union or give any other details.
Army Maj. Dennis Pinkham, a spokesman for the U.S.
European command in Stuttgart. West Gcrmany, said military officials were attempting to verify the report.
The Pentagon and Army stressed that they were still investigating Robyn.’ disappearance and "at this time, we
are unable to establish whether or not this is the individual
lid( (Soviet) announcement .
referred tn

Senate overrides mph veto
WASHINGTON (AP) - the Senate overrode President Reagans veto of an $88 billion highway bill l’hursday.
67-33, as rebellious Republicans rejected a last-minute
presidential plea for support in a high -stakes showdown
with congressional Democrats.
The tense roll call reversed Wednesday’s vote in which
the Senate initially upheld the veto. It came after Reagan
had spent nearly two hours in the Capitol in pnvate meetings with Senate Republicans, urging them to sustain both
the veto and, with it. his political prestige.
The measure permits the states to raise the speed limit
to 65 mpb on most stretches of interstate highssays and includes provisions for more than 100 highway protects

Baby M headed for appeals
RED BANK, N.J. IA)’) - The surrogate mother of
Baby M. stripped of the right to we her child again, said
today she and the baby "love each other very much" and
will not accept the judge’s decision to uphold the surrogate
childbearing contract.
On Tuesday. Superior Coon Judge Harvey R Sorkow
awarded custody of thc year-old girl to William Stern and
his wife and barred Mary Beth Whitehead from seeing her
child again.
In her statement Thursday. tier first since the ruling.
Whitehead referred to the baby by the name Melissa Stern,
which she gave to the child after refusing to turn the infant
over to her biological father
’We will not accept the decision of one fudge a, the
final &tern-lineation of a whole society that we should he
permanently separated.’ said Whitehead.
"I believe there is something so wrong and so harmfully unnatural about the surrogate practice that our New
Jersey appellate courts will return Sara to me.’ she said.
Lawyers commenting on Sorkow’s decision and on a
conflicting ruling by an Indiana iudge said Wednesday the
burden now is on state legislatures to clarify the issues surrounding surrogate parenting

Bill requires harder stance on rapes
RAPE. from pap have a sexual assault poliLs . I PI) has an
operating poi ic tor rape cases. she said.
l’he (’PI) tollows procedures used
by all CIFy police departments, such as
ensuring the sictim is examined and
cared for, taking statements from the victim and any s itnesses, collecting evidence and going the victim information
about counseling on and off campus,
Edel said,
’the department would seek criminal charges against the attacker and the
case would gin to the district attorney for
prosecution. she said.
If the attacker pleaded innocent, the
case would go to trial and the UPI)
"would he with the victim all the way
for support." Mel said.
The ease would also be referred to
the dean of student services. who would
take appropriate action. Edell said. "I
would venture to guess it would be an
espulsion."
Meredith Moran, assistant to the
dean ot student services, said a rape case
is not "cut and dried." but the dean
would probably recommend a long-term
suspension or expulsion for the attacker.
The dean of students uses disciplinary procedures outlined in Title 5 of the
California Administrative Code and CSU
Executive Order 148. Moran said.
The administrative code gives the
campus president the power to expel a
student for physically abusing or threatening to physically abuse another student
or university employee.
Moran said the university would not
wait for an alleged rapist to be tried in
court before taking any action.
When a rape report comes to thc
dean’s office, the dean follows procedure outlined in the CSU executive
order. Steps taken include an investigation, notification of violations to the of-

fending student, interviews with the vis
him and alleged offender and fis ei
review by the dean, who will decide it
formal charges will be filed.
The alleged offender can either accept the disciplinary sanction or request a
hearing. The entire process is closed.
The UPI) also takes preventative
measures, such as sexual assault and
awareness seminars.
lidel said she has given "a major
sexual assault. awareness and prevention
seminar" in the Student Union once a
year for the past two years and once
every semester the previous four years.
She said she has also given yearly
seminars to studants in the dormitories,
fraternities and sororities and to MU
employees.
Judy Corbett, administrative assistant to Hayden, said the assemblyman
proposed the legislation because "the
courts are real tough on a woman who is
trying to accuse someone of rape.
"A lot of counselors at the university rape crisis prevention centers tell me
they advise people not to go through (the
courts because) it creates so much emotional trauma and what you get out of it
at the end is usually not too pad."
Hayden wants to establish a "softer
process" that counselors would recommend to rape victims. Corbett said.
"Given that only five percent (of
those who are raped) go through the
criminal justice system now, it seems to
me that it’s just not working," she said.
UPI) Chief 1..ew Schatz said he
liked the legislation, but questioned the
need for one of the requirements: investigating all reported cases of rape even if a
formal complaint is not lodged.
Schatz said some people may abuse
the policy by calling in false reports
about fellow students or employees.
"I’ve heard that complaint," Corbett said. "but the actual percentage of
times that that happens is very small.

No rapes
reported for
Jan., Feb. ’87
There were no forcible rapes
inn or near campus in January or
February, according to the San
Jose Police Department.
But there was one other sex
felony (child molestationt and one
sex misdemeanor I indecent exposure) during the two-month period, said Elba I.u, statistics analysis supervisor for SJP1).
The data is based on a .44
square -mile area which includes
the university. The boundaries arc
Fourth Street between Washington and San Carlos streets, east on
San Carlos to Tenth street, north
to Santa Clara Street. west to Seventh Street, north to Julian Street,
cast back to Tenth Street, and
north back to Washington.
There were 11 torn:161e rapes.
seven other sex felonies and 13
sex misdemeanors within the
boundaries in 1986. Lu sand.
Sergeant Fad Anderson of the
University Police Department said
only one attempted rape occurred
on campus in 1986 and no rapes or
attempted rapes have occurred in
1987.
Anderson said three rapes
and one attempted ramps-occurred
on campus in 1985.
’there were nine forcible
rapes, five other sex felonies and
14 sex misdemeanors within the
boundaries in 1985. I .0 said.
- lairs- Aragfm

Spartaguide
The SJSU ROTC will sponsor
"Army Days Pageant" from 7:30 a.m.
to 9 p.m. today in Flint Hall at De Ann
College. Call Mitch Dean at 998-9113 or
978-9215 for information.
The Chicana Alliance will hold a
meeting from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. today atWalquist library Central, second floor
Fishbowl. Call Elaine Alvarado at 2773106 for information.

The SJSU Philosophy Club will
hold a debate tin "Public Schools in the
S Should Teach Morality" at t:10

ADVERTISE!!

gi
,

p.m. today in the Faculty Office Building, Room 104. Call Kevin Keith at 2772871 for information.

Career [’tanning and Placement and
the MBA Association is co-sponsoring
SJSU MBA night lee Jerrell, MBA
Programs Director will speak and recent
MBA graduates will participate in a
panel discussion at 7 p.m. today in the
University Room. Call Gcralynn Patellar at 277-2308 for information.
The Human Performance Club wil
sponsor the Spartan Breakaway 3K ant

277-3171

Come see these national
championship teams
at SJSU
STANFORD
at SAN DIEGO
at US INTERNATIONAL
at LONG BEACH
at USC
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The Theatre Arts Department will
have a special visit from the head of advertising at Volvo at 3 p.m. Monday in
the Studio Theatre. Hugh Gillis Hall,
Call Roger Wallis at 277-2763 or 2772771 for information

APRIL 5th and 6th

"ITnderstanding Chimpanzees:

7:30

The Eta Phi Beta and Sigma
Gamma Rho sororities will sponsor a
symposium on the black family at 1:30
p m tomorrow in the Student Union Al-

The Alpha Phi Omega coed service
fraternity will hold its weekly meeting at
6:30 p.m. Monday in the Student Union
Almaden Room. Call Victoria at 9980160 for information

WOM ENS GOLF TOURNAMENT

DR JANE GOODALL
thf

The Spartan Spectrums Jazz Dance
Team will have auditions for fall 1987
membership from 9 a.m. to noon tomorrow in the Music Department Concert
Hall. Call Scott Pierson at 277-3636 for
information.

madcn Room. Call Latressa at 277-2807
for information.

CALIFORNIA COLLEGIATE INVITATIONAL
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10K runs at 9 a.m. tomorrow at Hellyer
Park. Call the Human Performance Office at 277-3134 for information.
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Co -Hosted by SJSU and Stanford

SUNDAY, APRIL 5th at STANFORD GOLF COURSE
MONDAY, APRIL 6th at VILLAGES GOLF COURSE
No Admission Charge
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 277 -FANS
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SJSU sweeps
feisty Broncos
Its Ittlin
I lily
let
I he SISt softball team is on a
roll
After an impress’s,: quarterfinal
showing at the Bud I iglu Softball Invitational last weekend. the Spartans

Softball
continued on a high note Wednesday.
sweeping a doubleheader trom the
Santa Clara Broncos
.SJSU took the first game 3- I and
followed suit to take the second 340
According to Spartan softball
coach Kathy Strahan, victories over
Santa Clara are
+tamed east’)
"We always seem to have trouble with them.’’ Strahan said. ’they
are not an overpowering team. hut
somehow they find a way to beat us.
"I’m really happy to get the
sweep today .’
In the first game. the Spartans
scored in the top of the third. Lisa
Ferrante hit a chopper to third and
was able to heat out the throw to first.
Kim Green then tripled to score
Ferrante Kelly Moulden smashed a
line drive deep into the right -center
field gap that went for a three -bagger.
The 2-0 score was all the Spartans would need. as Santa Clara
would only produce one run. That
coming in the bottom of the third.
SJSU added an insurance run in the
top ot the seventh.
In that inning K MI Green ripped
an RBI double with two outs that
scored Christy Eustice from second.
Pitcher Gale Dean got the win
for the Spartans.
In the second game, SJSU won

behind I /aw n Hilgentsurg’s shutout
performance.
According to Strahan. the key in
that game, however, was not pitchit was a poor defensive strating
egy by the Broncos
their outfielders were playing
too deep." Strahan said. "It made it
very easy to score from second on
shallow hits. ’
The problems with the Broncos
did not only focus around defense,
but offense as well.
In the first game Santa Clara
runners were caught in rundowns
twice at second base. Both times the
base running mistakes hurt the BrimCll% hopes of game winning rallies.
Strahan said the Bud light Invitational took its toll on her team.
"We were all exhausted after
the big softball weekend lat Twin
(’reeks)," Strahan said. "We just
had mitre intensity than they did."
The softball season is now halfway over. With the recent success.
Strahan feels the outlook for SJSU is
good.
"We are light years away from
the way we played at the start of the
season,- Strahan said. ’Howes cr.
we arc currently ranked 6th in the
West Region. The team is now performing well together.
-If we continue to play with the
sante intensity and drive, by the end
of the season we could work our way
into the nation’s Top 30,- Strahan
sad.
The Spartans play at Pacific on
Monday, then come home for San
Diego State Thursday. Next Saturday
SJSU hosts Fullerton State, the defending NCA A Champions.

Joe Gosen
Spartan Sharon Cafini slides safely past Santa Clara catcher Tami
Bahtiste in the second game of a doubleheader Wednesday at Santa

Daily stall photographer

Clara. SJSU beat the Broncos 3-0 in the second game after taking the
first contest 3-1. The Spartans are now 15-11 on the year.

Netters teach Santa Clara a lesson
I y Jeff Coularte
Daily stall writer
The SJSU women’s tennis team
gave rival Santa Clara a 6-3 lesson in
tennis etiquette Wednesday at South
Campus.
Judging by their on court theatrics,
the Santa Clara players have obviously
studied The John Met rime Guide To

Analysis

Robert Airolcli Daily staff photographer
SJSU No.4 seed Jeannie Pasley-Miller hits a forehand shot in a match
against Santa Clara ’rhursday at South Campus, The Spartans 140116-3.

WiNinning Tennis. The "Hitching"
Broncos, well, did just that.
They shouted pmfanifies. they purposely fired tennis balls at the Spartan
players and they questioned every line
call.
The complaining was so vociferous.
in fact, lines judges had to referee three
matches because the players simply
wouldn’t resume play (or stop crying)
:ater a close call.
The I1-6 Spartans. who have now
\von five straight. countered Santa Clara’s infantile strategy by simply playing
consistent, highly -competitive tennis
That’s not to imply Santa Clara is a
bad tennis team, because they played
well against SJSU. They were competitive in most of the matches. especially
in singles.
But in the end, their moaning and
groaning was detrimental to their effort,
as SJSU avenged its 5-0 loss to Santa
Clara Feb. 24.
The first match that required offilating was the No.4 singles between

SJSU’s Jeannie Pasley-Millet and Jcitm
Steen. Pasley-Miller won 7-5. 6-3 despite the Bronco bickering and pulling a
lower back muscle while serving in the
first set.
As a result of the injury. PasleyMiller had to adjust her hard-hitting. aggressive style of play.
-This is the first time I’ve had a
physical problem. hut I compensated
well," she said. "I started to serve underhand and my opponent couldn’t adjust. She was frustrated.
"Besides, I lost to her last time and
I was damned if I was going to lose to
her again."
SJSU coach Mary Visser said l’as-

’Within the bounds of
decency, that was about
as competitive as tennis
gets.’
Mary Visser,
SJSU women’s tennis coach
Icy -Miller’s performance was inspiring.
"Jeannie really wanted to play.’’
the first -year coach said. "That ’I want
to play for the team attitude’ is what
really makes a difference. It’s infectious.
and it shows."
Kristen Hilldebrand. SJSU’s No.2
player, also had to endure arrogant court
behavior. For over two hours, Kim
Grace lobbed and sobbed. hut Hillde-

Spartans host FSU for three
Team hopes to snap three-game losing streak
By Jeff 1:roulette
Daily staff writer
The SJSt r baseball team opens its
three -game series with Fresno State Friday at Municipal Stadium, hoping to
solve its recent pitching and defensive
problems.
the Bulldog’s are one of three
teams favored to win the PCA A title.
The Spartans 121-13. 1-21 are cum -

Baseball
ing off three disappointing losses, lest
.V nipped SJSU twice in
weekend
the late innings, and Tuesday the Spartans committed six errors and blew a 10lead in losing a 17-16 pitcher’s duct to
:the Cal State -Hayward Pioneers.
In hopes of shaking up the hallelub.
SJSU coach Sam Piraro is planning three
lineup changes
Monte Brooks has played a lot uI
infield this year. hut Friday the senior
prom Meridian, Idaho will find himself
in center field
:
"It Monte Brooks plays his game
tight. he gets on base and makes things
happen.- Poaro said "We want to give
Itim a chance to play center."
Brooks’ contribution to the team is
best illustrated by his performance
kgainst Hayward fuesalay
.
Brooks went three for four, scored
Jour runs, tied a school record with four
ktolen bases, including three of home on
a trademark of
double, delayed steals
Piraro-coached teams
Also, hot -hitting Fernando Vtera
will move from first to third with Tom
Huller taking over at first
V iera has emerged as SJSU’s top
hitter, halting at a .333 clip while con-

tributing six game -winning 11111.
Pirani expects a tough series against
the Bulldogs 121-14. 1-2). Mainly because Fresno lost two of three in its
PCAA-opening series with UC Irvine
last weekend, but also because they have
good team speed, which complements
their .301 team hitting average.
"You’ll see two teams with their
hacks against the wall.- Pirani said.
they’re coming in to sweep, hut we
feel thc same way.
"If we’re not mentally prepared,
and don’t show a great deal of determination and resolve, it could be a long
weekend."
But Fresno coach Bob Bennett, who

’We’re going to have to
play well to beat San
Jose.’
Bob Bennett,
Fresno State baseball coach

managed his 700th win Wednesday
against Cal Poly, is concerned about
SJSU’s pitching staff.
"We’re going to have to play well
to heat San Jose," Bennett said.
"They’ve had a good year up to this
point.
"lAnthonyi’Telford has been tough
against us the last two years, and Sam
has some other good pitchers, so we’ll
have lobe ready. Telford (5-4, 2.22 ERA, 99 strike outs in 73 innings) threw a no-hitter
against Fresno in 285, halting a 21-

game SJS1.1 losing streak against Mc
Bulldogs. Last year, the right handed
power pitcher tossed a three-hitter.
In addition to Telford, Dan Ar
chibald. Al Bacosa. and Jeff Knopf base
helped the team compile an impressive
team ERA of less than three runs pet
game over much of this season. Before
some recent rocky outings. SJSU led the
PCA A in pitching.
Bennett, in his 19th year at Fresno,
said his team has been hot and cold re
cently.
"We haven’t been playing well as
of late." Bennett said. "Our team effort
has been a mixed bag
we have spurts
of good pitching and hitting, then sonic
times we have neither."
Bennett said he will probably throv.
pitchers Dennis Springer 14-2, 3.381.
John Salle% 17-5, 3.99) and Jim Gagnon
(1-0, 5.40) at the Spartans.
Piraro said his selection of hurlers
will depend on how tired his staff mem
hers are. But he expects to start Ar
chibald, Bacosa and ’Telford. though not
necessarily in that order.
Fresno has been paced offensivelt,
by outfielders Brandon Mitchell and
Steve Bates and infielder Steve Nam.
all of whom are hitting around .350.
For the Spartans, this series could
be the turning point of their season. Pi
rani hopes the team can rebound front its
disappointing loss to Hayward.
the players have to pull them
selves up,- Nero said. "Coaches can
only do so much. Everyone was down
after the loss. Our pride was shattered
"We’ll have to rebuild our pride to
hc successful this weekend. Both teams
arc in the same position - they feel they
have to come out and get three wins Or at
least two."
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bland pit:sailed 6-3, 2-6. 7-5.
"She knew all the tactics; questioning everything and taking a lot of time
between points," Hilldebrand said. "It’s
irritating. 1 don’t like to fool around.
"But she played consistently. Lobbing and pushing the ball around the
court wears you down."
complaining
the
doubles,
In
doubled, as Santa Clara insisted that
the
top-two
linesmen be used for
matches.
Unaffected by the protests, SJSU’s
No.1 team of Shelly Stockman and
Whitney Clarke disposed of Catherine
Bcauregard and Steen 7-5, 6-3.
likewise for Hilldebrand and Pat
Vuliee, who quickly tamed Shaun Cons’
dine’s and Grace’s whimpering’. 6-1.
6-0.
Visser thought the Spartans’ corn
moo:mess was the diffemece in com
bating Santa Clara’s tactics.
"Within the bounds of &cents,
that was about as competitisc ,
gets.- Visser said. "Our kids ..t..sk.,1
they were tough today. That stuff doesn’t
bother us."
Visser said the Spartans are impros ing at the right IiMc of the season

"We ie playing so much better
now," she said. "It’s amating what
wins can do for morale and team spirit.
"We’re playing three very. strong
teams next week, and this win should
give us a positive attitude for those
matches."
In other action. SJSU top-sced,
Stockman was up for Considine’s challenge in singles, winning 7-5. 6-4 and
Clarke won the battle at No 3 against
Beauregard 6-2. 7-6.

10% off on clothing if
you wear a SJSU garment
any Friday or Saturday.
Cool! But It is not good
any other
discounts.
Offer good until Ray 22
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GET INTO THE RESIDENCE HALLS
Applications will be
available beginning
Monday, April 6th
Pick yours up in the
Residential Life Office
first floor, West Hall

Please apply in
person
Must bring
valid student
ID with
you when
applying
Questions?
Call
277-2126
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The dean ot the School of Engincrring
addressed complaints from computer engineering students
concerning his announcement that the bachelor of science degree in
computer engineering is niu an accredited degree
Students said they had not been infonned the program was
not accredited pnor to their enrollment.
Plans for the new computer engineering program are in the
works. said James lama, professor of engineering and chairman of the comnuttee designing the new curriculum.

"The boycott is well worthwhile. and I don’t blame people for doing it." stated Edgar Niethold. manager of the Student l/mon food service at San low State llniversity.
Neithold’s statement came in the wake ot a nation-wide
oh/en boycott of meat which will run through this week.
The food service manager said his business at the union
may tie affected. but also said. "We can’t boycott Even if
there’s one student who wants to bus meat. we have to serve
them."

SJSU may become home to the National Weather Service
if plans to build a new radar. NEXR AD. on Mount Umunhum
are realized.
The San Jose City Council voted to approve fund% for a
VS million indoor sports arena with hopes to have the arena
built by 1991.
The council must now decide where to build the facility.
Council members expressed hopes they will get a National
Basketball Association team and a National Hockey League
team to make San Jose their home.
The Third World Coalition was scheduled to recruit stufor the March on Sacramento for hducation yesterday.
The march has been organiied to demand more funding
for education, reinstate bilingual education and increase minority enrollment at universities and colleges.
MEChA.
Chicano student movement de /Wan.
ASIAN.. Asian Student, In Action Now and other groups
were scheduled to rally in the Student t innm Amphitheater.
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ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Voiuniem
tern in world renowned local
program
Counseling. support

services admIn date processing.
public awareness fund-raising.
etc Ell- LI mono -lingual all ’He
tors, grad A undergrad Expert.
once from clerical to post-gr..
intro-to -extrovert WF NEED YOU
Near campus ICE F PO Row
952.5 J 95108. cell 780-5055
STUDENT DENTA1 OPTIC AI Pt AN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
end money loo For int onnellon
Office or

& Sumner work 11 .ceptp,i
will earn $11 75 starting’ PT
earn per wk equal $235 Ft
earnings per wk equal $470

AUTOMOTIVE

1401
No
cap is needed because of our intensIve on the too raining program Good math 8 reading skills
are plus Some evening 8 week
end positions are avellsblit
some flexibility Is allowed during
final erams In addition. If you
qualify corporste scholarehips
are awarded internships are pos.
B ible. 8 you may earn 23.4 credits qtr or semester During your
winter. spring A especially !summer beaks. lull lime work Is avell
Call today for into & an Interview.
or call Mon -Fri between 10am

equal opportunity company

COMPUTERS

PART TIME JOBS," We market auto
club memberships for the motor
oil companies Pall-tirne. easy
hours, weekly paychecks 57 to

cheeseburger a week
ago, he bit off more than he expected, in the form of a piece ot
metal.
"I bought a hamburger and took one bite out of it and I ran
into what felt like a piece of bone, chewed it around, chewed it
out of my mouth, and it wasn’t a piece of bone at all. It was a
piece of wire about one -eighth of an inch long." Rich said.
Rich, a iunuir psychology major, said when he reported it
to the Student Union Cafeteria.
. they didn’t seem concerned."
Food Sers ice’s Director Lorraine David said Rich was
Otte upset, and wanted the cafeteria to throw out all of its hamburgers.
-This is something that we have never had occur before."
David said. ’and we are as concerned about it, naturally. as he
is.
Rich said he also called the Health Department, and they
told him they would send an inspector to look into the incident.
In the meantime, Rich said he doesn’t think he will be eating any cafeteria food.
"If they don’t take about 100 hamburgers out of there -like one a day. out for about a week and anal yie it, I’m going
to be pretty upset," he said.

115713. AT complete system for
S1195 PC-COM. computer & occommies 404 S 3rd Si . corner of
Seri SalvMor. 2954606 We accept Visa or MC

FOR SALE
FUTONS.. CREATE YOUR own living
& Weeping space with our tutons
pillows. & frames Customs Futons 11 Pillows Plus. 900 S Winchester Blvd Meth. Moorpark
WililemeiSan Jose 296-616, Hr.
Discount on futons vr ad
YOU CAN
DEL TA

OWN A NEW GRAND
113-speed for less than
MHC Bicycle Sales offers

$85
low-cost transportation needs for
the student All .les final 30 dey
guarantee Days 947 7736. Eves
293-4780 ask for Joe.

%04E619 days

HELP WANTED
local mechanical contractor an time 55 hr. siert inmed. 260.7400
AIRLINES

CRUISE’. INES
HIRING’
Summer
Career
Good
Pay
Travel Call for guide, cassette.
newmervIce. (916)944-4444 .20

DRAFTER WANTED Work part lin»
011 summer. then lull time Sc sum Met If you can lay Ie., call Cart
at 797-2960
DRIVERS POSITIONS.. Part iltne-Avls
Rent A Car Is now accepting applications at ifs San Jose Airport
location Please apply el 1455
NE Airport Blvd between ham

sales sable. 15 sales BMW 325
Fiat -rate long 4181E415)4564200
ENCYCLOPEDIA

SALES’ Mop your
$240 per
prosperity -earn
own
sale plus additional incentive
payment We offer I complete line
of educational prMurts We Mier
fr. video raining For an inter
wt./ call Mr Mead at 241 3795

exii4usY

OPER *TORS
PROC
NEEDED at VARIAN Full time
weekend shift lirlday. Saturday
Sunday. Monday) Requires U S
citizenship. a technical orienta-

tion and good record keeping
skills Call Lir at 14151 493-1600
eel 445
& CIVII SERVICE
116.707 $59.148 yr, now
Call Job line 1.518-459-

FEDERAL.STATF
JOBS
hiring

3611erl F-288. 24hr
GET A HEAD START one better summer lob. learn salesnionship. negotiation strategies. conmunice
organtretional
skills
lion
techniques A follow up procedures by gaffing alumni to contribute to acadernIc at SJSU PT.
flex. eves Or weekend hours,
near campus To mm 15-112 hr
mil the Annual Fund Cl 277.9706
HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL S
NURSES..." Spring brain training Earn up 10 112 par hour port
time Use your .rellent interper.nal skills end nutrillon back
ground to supervise Individual
weight loss programs PosItIon
@ vertebra In the South Rey are
Cali Andrea Blond! el 280 1800
NUTRI SYSTEM WEIGHT l OSS
CENTERS
JOSS’ JOBS. JOBS’ Ideal for stir,
dents JOin our marketing staff
Take new and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon Weds &
Sat 6 Sun

Oulsteming

pOtentlal COO

370,9090

PART A FUll TIME PETAH HE% P..
Netionol firm preparing for Spring

4

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
Ilve with sincere hendlcapped
man Want to estebIlah tinting
relationship. Please call Brian at
298-2306
F 0 TA TION RELAXATION
Stressed
Out’?’ Come to the only 11.tarium In Northern Cellfornla ImagMe yourself floating on a 30% aline solution Your body forgets

feeling you . been vacationing
for week in Maui Call now for in-

sions Ray Area’s most coped.
cooed Student discounts Career
Center at 243-4070

formation or better still. as first
lime floater. call for an appointment and bring thle ad for 25%
float for 530 TRANdiscount
QUILITY PLACE. 445 ws.ninaten

PART TIME WAITRESS mimosa for
evenings cod Or weekends Call
Mac at Minato s 998-9711
PHOTOGRAPHER

PROMOTER

looking for young adults who
want a career in the MODELING
profession Call Howard for fur,
ther inio 723-4096
RED EYE is eager to interview for an
cost mg, PT In our Oakridge
Sunnyvale Mall Stores Will work
around

schedule. but
must be able 10 OW 2 moms a
elk Nonsmokers Interested in

school

Full
OFFICERS’,"
SECURITY
time part time. all shifts We will
train Apply in person Mon Frl
9am-4pm 260 Meridian Awe San

program tor Orrentation Services
using ()Base III Salary negotiable
depending on skills and expert
ence Hours flexible Apply by
4 1 0710 the Student ActIvities Of.
fim.CAF Bldg 277-2167
START TODAY.
Flexible hours

TELEMARKETING
full pan lime

commission IL
54 hr to star!
bonu A national carpet cleaning
company is looking lor enthusise
tic persons to help expand its May
area operstIon Coll now 981)0770

HOUSING
AFFORDARI F HOUSING’ Near Sion
Jose Slate for students Don’t
hassle parking, walk lo school
free ullIltiet monthly disc Fully
furnished. color TV VCR and
housekeeping mon. Shared or
single rooms avellable Office 71
N 5th St . call 996-0234
ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP" Willow
Glen duplex. 70cfrrn turn , laundry
0111 & deincluded 1375 mo
posit Nice area, greet person
Call Ray 298-5524 559-0732 ail
Rpm
STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH of cam.
pus 6425 rno has xtra on (stir
Call 286dy bdrm for ono)
.47 275-9509 or I-800-874-8700
Also need pert -time menger
starting In May
SUMMER RATES NOW. Large 2 bed
opt with 2 blg baths Campus one
block $850 m0 Security bldg Cali
267-5316 867-0542 Make Fall rats
ervHion now also.
DECORATOR APARTMENT..
1920
CONDO style. I bedroom Available for mature person long term
preferred Must be financially responsible. clean quiet end sober
only 551 SS3S 6th Sr 2934989
after Sprn
PANCY

$0 SINGI F OCCU

1920’s DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style, 1 bedroom Available for mature person 10.19 term
preferred Miket be financially responsible. clean, quiet end sober
only

551-553

5

6th

St.

0919 287-2077 after SE.
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

293-

F XPL ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First close metaphysical counsel
103 is excellent for /hiding life di
rectIon and purpose. vocational
deep .11 -knowledge,
life
transitions

relationship

wet&

compatibiltty.

The

SI . Santa Clara. C.

1408) 243-

7200
GIRLS WAKE UP’ This is no OW You
actually have a chance to go to
the Sammy Pledge Dome with IM
macho hunk stud RAY RIVERA
Call 279-9397
HIL L EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbal dinners, part...
Sunday brunches. lectures, Tues.
day Lunch and Learn. Isrmil
holiday celebrations
dancing
For InformatIon call Hfriel at 294-

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

Gene Mahoney

Good Clean Fun

srmfoRp fibsr ee A NAZIA6! EaraIN6 Ea 1-tA!Al CACHI5 LONG
GREAT 0-AIGE roRW 50 NICE! EVEliVNE EES LIKE MINII15
so wbquityl ,,i
FRCP] EL snamokMRIA.
1987 Pa I Cxr(ow Co .0)71-11Itir Of VAI LIVE LIKE ROKIA
T ., owe A etwarAtI
tr Hew. ,
I
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: ,
,
k A t*.
....
.

and

EARN FREE LINGERIE by having
petty et your own home Great tor
bridal showers. birthdays. and
fund raisers Call 225-0680

r,

EDITORIAL

SERVICES
REwrrtrng
Thesis development preparation
Statistics All 1lNds Catalog Ber-

YEAqL_Litii_

h

A

1-7’7 ifig*

Fr? PlY
I AFOLCGIZE.
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EE’s OE’s is that ELECTRONIC OF
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources for ideas or what to

days 942-77315. Eves
ask for J.
ELECTROLYSIS

l c.,

’Fur\ I7

UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
135 S
Baywood
Ave San Jose, call 247.7486 for
appointment

GETTING MARRIED?’??’ WEDDING
FLOWERS should add lo the
beauty of the moment Custom
design. et a student’s rate Tm
years sap in frmh
silks The
Floral Apprmch at 9791211

SELF -APPLIED
ANDROGYNOUS
hairskin cent Assure confkrantal
Info VIKTOR(Veek-tor) Ind &sir
270-3744 6297729 SH-211 ME
New unadvertised brook through’
DESPERATE" It’s RAY again and I
data for TONIGHT
still need
DANCE. PLEASE show up at the
SAMMY HOUSE Cl 6prn in a long
form," dress P S don 1 forget my
boutonniere
SCOTT THE BOD. HAPPY 40th BDAY
Your the man of our dreams Love
always, ram Bailey & Opreh
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Classified
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.
utm from campus Words and
More (Parma& 923-7810
A

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by s SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
Budget and deluxe packages

’BEST’ PAPER when we’ve wordProfessoonal typing processed
editing of ymr term papers.
theses. letters. whatever Guarant.d excellence Experienced
word processors. dependable.
1051 and available NE San Jose
Call 2514449

available Complimentary 6 a 10
when you mention this ad For
call Paul
appointment
FREE

ACADEMIC

AND

PROFESSIONAL

word processing PJ’ Word Pro ceasing Service offers quality,
guaranteed work Experienced in
tom papers. thesis. group pro.
acts, resumes, manuscripts end
letters Only minutes from cam-

Smith Photography at 258-1329

pus Call PJ at 923.2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING-923-84131 ?EN STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formats 1APA. MIS. Turablan.
etc lend group protects welcome
Fr
spell check and disk storage
Experienced thesis and publication typist Standard and micro
cssette transcription Word pro ceasing instruction sysilable 910
By
appointment
Mon -Fri
5

By /appoint-

TYPING

Chrystel 923-8481
ACCOMPLISHED
ACCURATE
AWARD WINNING typist 10 mm.
Wes from SJSU 10 years experience typing research pews
nenu.rIpts, tape fran.ription
end will meet all deadlines Hourly
fetes Work guaranteed Jane et

AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACKNOWIACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGFABLE in typing that’s tops
Thanks
Tony 291-2087
St 50 per page double spaced
Available mien days weekly
Quick turnaround All work gull,
trust

APO torrnM. term paper. th.la vete
conked 10 yews typing word pro ceasing eye 1 otter quality print-

LASER
PERFECTION’
AAAAH
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing al to best Have
done own most. s theses Experienced In resumes. letters, theses.

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Espenemed. professional word prorethirties
papers
cessing
Surnes, office overflow mailings.

charge, IS Available saran days
week Coll Tom at 292-4096

Discounts

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. research papers.

meltable Free disk storage SalIsfactIon guaranteed Call Nilo
message) 287-2149

theses & dlaaciatIon (Campbell,
Turablen, APA 3.0 ad I. screen-

flea,.

plays, resumes. cover & folkkw-up
letters, minuscrIpts (books. arti-

At OSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA fest. ...rate typing and
word pre...Wing available seven
days a week Academic bulkiness
and personal typing weicorne

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Two

cles. shod stork.). Irsn.rIption
FREE SPEI CHFK. copy edit III requested). proof, disc storage Stu
dent faculty
discounts
Quick
turnaround Santa Clara
74E5875

finger typing got you down’ Then
call Gall at A WORD OR TWO for
quallty typing of reports and
these. 787-8442, if no answer

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
ocadenec. [Arsine., legal word
proc.sing needs Term papers.
repona. resumes cover letters,

Call 365-1012

please leave message

group protects, manuals, theses.
dissertations. etc All academic
formats
APA Free disk stor
age, SPE I CHF K. punctuation and

CAI t LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Reports.
th.es group protects ream,.
APA a specialty Quick return on

gram..

assistance
All work
guaranteed Professional, quick &
dependable service et AFFORDABLE RATES" Call Pam et 247

all papers

All wort guaranteed
page and hourly melee Almaden Branham see Free disk atm
age
PROF
STENO
TYPING
SERVICE st 764-4504
POI

PROCESS IT WRITE"

Faculty and Students can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters,
reports, resumes, publications,
manuscript.,
correspondence
etc Will aid In grammar spelling

S1 60 page typing 8 spyklingsiou
Ole space. DI 85 page typing
full proof-reading Campbell area
local pickup& delivery 866-6960
SECRETARIAI
Proles
tronal student typist and skilled
word processor Dependable and
lest. Perfect finished documents
from laser printer (no typos,

4047
RESUMES" Newil
TERM PAPERS
help" Call 5 0 5’ Word Pro
ceasing Spell Check t ether Oual
ity Printers Resumes to copies
Envelopes
Inc’I COVef Letters
choice ot paper
Onolocoples
Inexpensive
Yel
Experienced
735-8845 (Sue) Sunnyvale
REASONABLE RATES’
Santa Clara area Cell P.int to 146
5633

TYP1NGm

TYPING $290 page. resume 15 & up
minimum charm $5 We use IBM
compatible. Woo-dater word pro
[...or and letter quality printer
PCCOkl. 404 S 3rd St . corm, of
San Salvador One block ’row
campus Call 795-1606

371,4720
WORD PROCESSING’ Students in
structors, small business Term
papers

RESUMES." Distinctive and Professional We write and print your re
sums presenting your quellfk
lions In a way that gets you the
00 I eller quality laser printing
Cover letter cod envelopes also
avaIl Reasonable rates Student

repeat clIefrIs, Call to rearre dyne
tor your projects before and-ol
semester rush is on’)

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 26694441 Former English maim can
assist w grammar. vocabulery.

feellinelf

Orn

WORD PROCESSING’ Tom papers.
reports *lc Students ’mirky
Fast. .curate Convenient location off 1280 Leigh Cali I Inds to,
rates al 994-0764
1FF s TYP1NG AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES real decorate work
overall,* seven days week tocoifed In the Blossom Hill Salle
Teresa arm Call 365-1012

discounts Call us. Dion Business

Tenn re

theels

dlasertellOnt, mass mailing
Check.
MC
SellOrlable
rates Ccli K a R Desktop Sera
ices at 174 7671 i imited pick up
OW!,

noel,

& dellvery

PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term pa
pers. Mmes. and dissertations
Plasm call 554-8650

whiteout. etc I 11 SO per page
Call Sharon at 358-2717 (To my

structure

university Call (408)292-4047
SUCCESS ENTERPRISES PROFFS
SIONAL
typing and bUilness
eervices Fast, reasonable and
near universtly Call 1400- 297

punctuation rdr prompt. 7 day
reponse, leave message for
Pamela el 260-1821

DAYSTAR

.ntence

Communications at 9681602
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROF FES
usies solo
ISciesONA,L.tiren...11i
ypig
lear
reasonable.

WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
Mewls clis.rtetion manuscript
English French Spanish
1406)

2681 (Santa Clam Further sac
ins with referral discounts.

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers. all lengths

Tete.
A -Pt US TYPING 12 yews sperionce
1 7 block from bus bide Rapid
tumaround Selectric II 8 Epson
minimum
DI 50 page.
I 0-800

end faculty welcome Willow Glen
area, easy to locate Call Mrs
Morton 266-9448

WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, theses book menu.
scripts. resumes, cover heffers,
mailing lists. etc Minor editing

Very competttive rates and
fest turn around available Ste
dents receive discount elth ID
Access Darn 781-4982 - ask for

9264370 TODAY.

papers (APA, Turebian
Campbell), also resumes cover
let I egible copy please Students

BEARABLE

ing

professional back-up & group
protects No lob too smell or Mo
large Reasonable Call Barb* at

Warcli

APT FOR RENT 2 bdrrn IL 2 bths In.
cared at 555 S 10th Si Refit
5560. call 297-7554

251-5942

anteed Thanks

Student

NG 1-641EISS

tr.

Jose All work guaranteed

newsletters

DON’T TOW- ME

WELL, SHALL wE
GO ro ’ TAco 8E 1-a’
OR ’ soSrEwi xeuole ?

.7

citizens, SJSU slsdelrts, .reit
faculty FREE estimates ’EMERGENCIES ANYTIME’ Call Ron
Hughes, Evergrmn Locksmith 6
Security Services. 270-3277. San

reasonably priced
ment (408)259-5941

’ ISAIIr
HE?

A
Peu-lECr DUE Folk SciErLE

I

spot only) licensed-bonded -mobile 113% discount on labor with
this ad Special rates Ion senior

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with sensiti. touch A variety
of p.kages to choose from, all

.25S.

’AI" 906- 445
6 s.rr iis’ R eADY
FoR A oaf!

pa3 WIN 1 wiut r..yr

. ..::.,...
......-..

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. rekeying, locks & deedbolts In.
stetted. mister keying Call 950
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to 406 5 Bascom Ave
San Jose. Ca 95128
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al reasonable rates Call Desln.
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enjoy nature. art, music You are
pretty, honest & lonely like me
Together we can share friendship.
romance & laughter Please writer
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FREE information please
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shy & have a herd time meeting
sincere girls. especielly Asians I
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000 0. got Me party we ra got
the music’ Michel Productions
provides add, variety of muse
for your wedding, party, or dance

MY AD IS DIFFERENT, I m nice, attractive guy Blonde half, blue
eyes. 21, am witty & athletic lam
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Home On The Range

build? Sill Electronics Is cornmMed to otter low coat consult.
log needs for the stud.t. Call

INSTANT CREDIT" NO credit check’
No Interest charges’ You are eligible’ Unlimited credit line with full
color catalog. VCR s lewdly and
wMie
Box 90359. San Jose. Ca 95109
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PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
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SERVICES
Print Your Ad Here

BACKACHE, PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTICWest is currently
accepting patients for FREE ex
arninetions tr.tment, aspen of
a research protect if you have
had low beck pain for more than
sir months 6 are 70-55 years old,
cell
the
college
at
please
14081244-8907 11401
Stop shaving. waxing.
RARE IT Al
tweezing or using chemical 049111tones Let me permanently re
move your unwonted hair f chin,
Mani, tummy

moustache, etc)

15 percent discount to students
and faculty Call before June 1
1987 and gel your find eppl et 1 2
price Unwanted Heir ilisappeer
With My Care
Gwen Chelgren
RE
559-3500 1545 5 Rascorn
Hair Today Gone TOAve NC
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Address

Phone 277-3175
City 8.
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7RS Research
date statistics
Assoc , HOS) 349 4407
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guidance,
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the
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STUDENT ASSISTANT PROGRAMMER needed to design a computerized registration 6 accounting

and 4pm. Monday through Friday
10

the tob-ernazingly rapid, effective
and practical $75 hr. $45 30 min
References. Carol Willis. M A. Cell
(408)734-9110 for appointment or
lobe placed on the milling list tor
Warms workshops clmms

PART TIME SALES, Resume and writing rarvice, xcellent commis-

JOIN, call 286-5880

ADVERTISING, MARKETING ASSISTANTS, mlec office duties tor

fesslonal Psychic Consultant and
Astrologer since 1970 and use
vest errey of techniques in serving you A single session does

ence lot your resume R C SMITH
CORP . 247-0570

the excitement of gals high fashion clothing Nora al 227-3862

HONDA 55055 1978. 5500 or best
offer Call Todd for details at 966-

protouno insights Into life dynamics and your soul it path I have
been in private
s
Pro-

muscles that
usually hold you against gravity
can now I el Go. The experience
Is lIke floating In space Results"
Total muscular relawtIon
You
corm sway hum the experience

$15 hourly commission, complete
trebling provided Great eyperi

SELL IBM COMPATIBI F corn puler AT complete system for

EARN A CAR. 5 soles Hyundai.

you
1201

2pm 275-9885 if he line Is busy.
please be patient & try egain An

’69 VW BUG.10k new factory engthes..als,etc main
lain. receipts 5,500.7M-8730
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When Bruce Rich bit into his Spartan

Classified

and brochure see AS
call (408)371.6811

Berke Breathed
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6er PIM 41401 UAW
III BE 411111C1050 At’

Campus

No choice has been made for SJSU’s new intercollegiate
athletics director. although President Gail Fullerton said her
goal was to announce a new athletics director before or on
April I.
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Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Stereo

Typing

lost 8

Found

Computers

SEND CHECK

MONEY ORDER

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

gasified Desk Located Outside 08II2011
Hours 900AM to330M
Deadline Two days prior to publocation
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No refunds on cancelled ads
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SPECIAL FIRST TIME BUYER
FINANCING: If you’re a first time buyer

NEW LOCATION
C
"irE:44

FREMONT

BLVD

HOMESTEAD

280

ROAD

with no credit or limited good credit, you may
qualify for G.M.A.C.’s special financing for
first time buyers. Come in for complete details.

OVER 40 NEW SUZUKI 4X4
SAMURAIS TO CHOOSE
FROM!

Buy a New Suzuki this weekend, just show
your SJSU I.D. card, and we’ll give you
20% OFF all dealer installed accessories!

The Suzuki Samurai is the hottest 4x4 on
every campus and the new Suzuki
Motorsport’s prices start under $7,000 with
monthly payments under $150. Come in this
weekend and take the hardtop or convertible
for a test drive!

Live Remote Broadcast
With KELLY & KLINE
FROM SUZUKI
MOTORSPORT
Saturday
Noon til 4PM

SUZUKI

813 East El Camino Real, Sunnyvale

732-9100

Special accessory offer valid only at
time of purchase Otter expires close
of business Sunday 4 5 87

